Abstract

Background: Dental implants have traditionally been focused on bone quality and quantity to house the dental implant for successful restoration of the edentulous ridge. Rough surface implants provide predictable osseointegration but results in the development of peri-implantitis when exposed to the oral environment. The peri-implant mucosa provides protection to the underlying bone via its immune response and protection from apical biofilm migration. An adequate band of attached keratinized mucosa also improves comfort with performing oral hygiene, limit early marginal bone loss and improved aesthetic outcomes around implant prostheses.

Aim: The purpose of this article is to provide a literature review on the importance of attached keratinized mucosa around dental implants. It also shares simple strategies to improve the peri-implant mucosa before, during and after implant placement.

There is a paradigm shift in dental implantology with an increasing importance placed on the
Introduction
Since Branemark first discovered osseointegration in 1962 and subsequently went on to place the first dental implant in a human patient the field of dental implantology was born [1]. Over the next half century significant advances have resulted in more predictable treatment results with shortened treatment durations. The first machined surface implants had a healing period of 3-6 months. The introduction of roughened surfaces has shortened the healing period to 3-4 months with more osteogenic surface treatments advocating 6-8 weeks and biologically active hydrophilic surfaces reducing this further to just 3-4 weeks [2].

This trend demonstrates a clear understanding of the osseointegration process, and it is estimated 12-18 million implants are placed annually around the world with high survival rates (Bjorn 2018). With the advent of rough surface implants and their wide spread use the prevalence of peri-implantitis increased with the phenomenon first reported in 1987 around rough surface titanium plasma sprayed implants [3].

Soft Tissue Around Dental Implants
Peri-implantitis is a plaque-associated pathological condition occurring in tissues around dental implants, characterized by inflammation in the peri-implant mucosa and subsequent progressive loss of supporting tissue [4]. As such it must be emphasized that the inflammatory process is in the soft tissue and bone resorption occurs as a direct result of this inflammation. The prevalence of peri-implantitis ranges from 9.6%-22% at the implant level [5-7].

Peri-implantitis must be differentiated from physiological bone remodeling [8]. Although both result in the loss of bone around the implant their aetiology is different. Early marginal bone loss is a non-infective physiological process, occurring within the first year after implant placement [9]. The aetiology is complex and includes surgical and prosthetic factors such as bone overheating, implant placement torque and depth, the number of abutment disconnections and the implant abutment microgap. Early marginal bone loss is hence an adaptive response of the peri-implant tissues to these factors. Early marginal bone loss greater than 0.44mm in the first 6 months after prosthetic loading serves as a risk indicator for peri-implant bone loss progression at 18 months [10]. Progression of crestal bone loss is rare around dental implant in the absence of inflammation therefore early bone remodeling may initiate peri-implantitis [4].
Berglundh and Lindhe showed the peri-implant mucosa re-establishes itself as a “Biological Width” (now termed supracrestal tissue height) around implants [11]. In the presence of thin mucosa, it was found bone resorption took place around the implant creating an angular defect to allow an increase in soft tissue thickness. It was thus concluded a minimum thickness of soft tissue was required around implants to allow for healing. This minimum thickness is 3-4mm in humans with an epithelial coronal component that varies between 2.0 – 2.2mm and an apical zone of connective tissue adhesion between 1.1-1.7mm wide [12,13]. The soft tissue vertical dimension around implants on average is 1-1.5mm more than around teeth [14]. The epithelial component share similarities between the implant and tooth however the connective tissue shows histological differences. The orientation of the collagen fibers with the connective tissue runs parallel with the abutment body compared to natural teeth whereby fibers attach into the cementum at perpendicular and oblique angles [15]. Supracrestal tissue height is independent of implant design and restorative modality [16].

The increased prevalence of peri-implant bone loss and the more rapid progression of periodontal disease around implants compared to teeth [17] has resulted in a paradigm shift with a focus on the importance of the peri-implant soft tissue in its ability to protect the underlying bone and limit early marginal bone loss. Albrektsson [18] recently coined this a new era of mucointegration.

Avila-Ortiz’s group recently proposed a new term the ‘peri-implant phenotype’. The term encompasses the soft tissue component comprised of peri-implant keratinised mucosa width, mucosa thickness and supracrestal tissue height as well as the hard tissue compartment comprising the peri-implant bone thickness [16].

The significance of keratinised mucosa has been controversial around teeth and implants alike [19]. The 2017 World Workshop on the Classification of Periodontal and Peri-Implant Diseases and Conditions found equivocal evidence on the presence or absence of keratinized mucosa on the health of the peri-implant tissues. The consensus statement however states “keratinized mucosa may have advantages regarding patient comfort and ease of plaque removal” [8]. There is growing evidence to support the minimum amount of 2mm of keratinized mucosa width to minimize the development of peri-implant disease especially in patients with poor maintenance compliance [20].

The peri-implant mucosa can be measured in thickness and height. Together they give volume to the tissue. Thickness relates to the horizontal dimension of the peri-implant soft tissue and height refers to the supracrestal tissue height akin to the supracrestal tissue attachment on teeth. The vertical dimension is significant due to its effect on early bone remodeling as discussed previously.

Mucosa thickness may contribute to the health of the implant with better maintenance of marginal bone heights [21]. Most of the research investigating mucosal thickness examine its effect on aesthetics of the implant by its ability to mask the colour of the underlying restorative abutment. Tissue of 1.5mm thickness or less resulted in visible tissue colour changes however, 2mm thick tissue was able to mask zirconia substrates and 3mm tissue thickness was able to mask all restorative materials [22].
Increased peri-implant mucosa results in more volume of extracellular matrix and collagen but also increase vascularity which improves immune response, enhanced clearance of toxic and growth factor migration [23]. This immune response has been suggested to be more important than the tissue attachment to the implant to prevent apical biofilm migration [12]. Thicker tissue also responds favorably to flap management, wound healing, restorative trauma and less post prosthetic recession [24].

Mucosal thickness varies in the mouth with the maxilla generally thicker than the mandible. The mandibular edentulous molar ridge exhibits the thinnest soft tissue thickness and this area often poses the greatest challenge for the clinician [25].

When examining a site for dental implant placement, the current paradigm shift dictates that we must evaluate not just the availability of bone to house the implant but also the quality of the soft tissue at the site including the width of keratinized mucosa and the thickness and height of the mucosa.

**Soft Tissue Augmentation Around Dental Implants**

Soft tissue augmentations at sites lacking the required soft tissue can take place prior to implant placement, during implant placement, at second stage implant uncover surgery or post prosthetic loading. There does not appear to be a difference between staged or simultaneous soft tissue augmentation during implant placement and procedures can significantly enhance keratinized tissue width and mucosal tissue thickness with stability of tissues obtained 3 months post augmentation [26].

Traditional mucogingival surgeries such as frenectomies, free gingival grafts, apical repositioning flaps and alveolar ridge augmentations are applicable to the peri-implant soft tissues. Autologous soft tissue grafts still provide the gold standard in gains of keratinized tissue and mucosal thickness compared to autologous substitutes on the market [21]. Soft tissue complications around dental implants in most cases fall into the category of volume deficiency, lack of attached mucosa and recession around implants.

This article shall provide a summary of common augmentation procedures available to the implant clinician at different stages of implant therapy to address the above three soft tissue complications. It will assume the use of autologous soft tissue grafts however autologous substitutes can be readily substituted in many of the illustrated procedures [27]. The efficacy of these substitutes is not within the scope of this article.

**Soft Tissue Procedures Prior to Implant Placement**

As a part of a comprehensive implant restorative work up the current soft tissue status must be documented. This may be an edentulous ridge or dentate ridge with the compromised tooth still in situ. The assessment involves determination of any mucogingival defects such as frenulum, amount of attached mucosa and volume of soft tissue. Different methods of determining soft tissue phenotype...
have been suggested with visual inspection, radiographic assessment, using probes and calipers [28,29]. Having a clear understanding of the soft condition prior to implant placement allows for adoption of strategies to mitigate the risks associated with them.

Frenectomy may be performed prior to implant placement to improve the surgical outcomes. High frenum attachments can increase flap mobility and is a major cause of surgical wound opening. Apical positioned flaps (APF) (Figure 1 A-B) can be performed to increase the band of attached keratinized tissue and increase the depth of the vestibule to facilitate oral hygiene and allow periosteal releasing incisions and flap advancement at later surgeries.

The APF technique has several advantages: It does not require a second surgical site, results in minimal postoperative bone loss, controls postoperative gingival margin status, and has higher patient acceptance (Martins et al., 2010). When the soft tissue phenotype requires modification an APF with a free gingival graft can prepare the site for ideal implant placement at a later stage (Figure 1C).

![Figure 1: (A) Submarginal incision for an APF; (B) APF sutured to the periosteum; (C) APF with free gingival graft with periosteal sling sutures.](image)

When an extraction and socket preservation is indicated for a delayed implant placement at a site with thin phenotype or loss of attached keratinized tissue then a socket sealing procedure is recommended to improve and modify the soft tissue at the extraction site. A biopsy punch can be used to harvest a free gingival graft from the palate or maxillary tuberosity to be transferred to the extraction socket with or without bone graft substitute (Figure 2A-C). In cases where additional volume gain in soft tissue is desirable at the labial or lingual aspects then a saddle socket seal provides the most soft tissue volume gain of all the socket preservation techniques [30,31] (Figure 2D-E).
Figure 2: (A) Tissue biopsy punch is used to harvest a round free gingival graft from the palate or tuberosity; (B) Donor site after free gingival graft harvest; (C) Socket seal occlusion of extraction socket using free gingival graft secured with figure of 8 suture; (D) Rectangular free gingival graft partially de-epithelised to be used as a “Saddle” socket seal; (E) Saddle socket seal de-epithelised graft is tunneled under the buccal and palatal gingiva and secured with simple interrupted sutures.

In the anterior maxilla, extraction of a tooth in the presence of a thin buccal bone plate (<1mm) can result in the spontaneous thickening of the soft tissue by 7 fold after an 8 week healing period [32] (Figure 3C). With appropriate case selection which exhibit favorable sagittal root position and palatal and apical bone volume, this phenomenon affords the patient a “free” connective tissue graft when a Type II early implant placement protocol is adopted. In these cases, no socket preservation is required at the time of tooth extraction and Type 2 placement with simultaneous buccal bone contour augmentation protocol has been shown to yield stable long term functional and cosmetic results [33].

Figure 3: (A) & (B) 6 weeks after extraction of upper left lateral incisor without socket preservation the ridge appears to have maintained the original soft and hard tissue architecture; (C) Elevation of a papilla sparing flap reveals the ridge is maintained by a spontaneous thickening of soft tissue and there is complete loss of the buccal plate.

Appropriate assessment of soft tissue prior to implant is essential to allow for correction of the deficiencies identified. Managing the soft tissue prior to implant placement prevents or reduces the risks of future complications which may be more difficult to manage once the implant has been placed into the site.
Soft Tissue Procedures During Implant Placement

Implant specific strategies are available to supplement vertical soft tissue deficiencies. These include flattening of the ridge, subcrestal placement, soft tissue tenting and soft tissue mucogingival augmentation [34]. The advantage of soft tissue augmentation at the time of implant placement include shorter overall treatment times; fever surgeries; enables simultaneous hard tissue and soft tissue healing; results in a shorter healing time; produces less pain and discomfort; causes less stress; lowers the costs; and provides greater patient satisfaction [35]. The risks arise from combining multiple surgical procedures at one site which may compromise vascularity and increases the likelihood of post operative complications. The surgery also becomes technically more challenging. Soft tissue augmentation can accompany implant surgery as one stage or stage procedure.

Free gingival grafts and subepithelial connective grafts have been proposed as effective in increasing soft tissue volume around implants [36]. Immediate Type 1 implant placements is associated with soft tissue recession and buccal plate loss regardless of surgical approach [37]. Even with the use of bone graft material in the jump gap the ridge width often diminishes [38]. Simultaneous connective tissue grafts at the time of implant placement in the aesthetic zone can counteract these dimension changes and maintain the ridge architecture regardless of the soft tissue phenotype at the site [39] (Figure 4A-C). These changes can be maintained long term and provide a better aesthetic result for the patient reducing the risk of recession [40,41].

As a two-stage implant surgery soft tissue grafts such as CTG can be placed and primary surgical closure can be achieved. This provides an excellent environment for graft revascularization and allows the operator a ‘second’ opportunity to further improve the soft tissue if required at the second stage implant surgery (Figure 4D-F). Soft tissue augmentation procedures for one stage implant placement are similar for strategies to gain soft tissue volume at the implant uncover stage which is described in the next section.

Figure 4: (A) Upper left central incisor crown fractured subgingival; (B) Upper left central incisor root has been extracted and a connective tissue graft has been harvested from the palate ready to place under the buccal
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gingiva; (C) Connective tissue graft has been secured under the buccal gingiva and immediate implant placed with healing abutment; (D) Implant placement at the lower right first molar site with cover screw; (E) An allograft soft tissue matrix (Alloderm RTM) has been used as an autologous soft tissue substitute; (F) The site is primary closed with the allograft soft tissue matrix buried.

**Soft Tissue Procedures after Implant Placement**

Implants which are placed with a two stage approach offers opportunities to further improve the soft tissue at the implant second stage surgery. There are many procedures proposed by authors, each with their indications and desired outcomes. These procedures can be adopted for one stage implant placements. Where possible split thickness flaps are recommended to limit the amount of bone resorption around the implants associated with lifting the periosteum [42].

The strategies to gain attached mucosa and tissue volume defers in the maxilla and the mandible. The maxilla is fortunate to have a large supply of attached keratinized tissue on the palate which can be readily mobilized during second stage surgery (Figure 5A-F) where the mandible may need a free graft to modify the tissue quality (Figure 5G-I).

![Figure 5: (A) An implant ready to uncover in the maxilla; (B) De-epithelising the palatal keratinised attached mucosa; (C) Split thickness flap elevation from the palate; (D) Split thickness flap extended to the buccal aspect; (E) Palatal aspect of the flap is folded on itself and secured with a horizontal mattress suture; (F) The roll flap is approximated next to the healing abutment; (G) & (H) Uncover of an implant in the mandible where there is limited tissue volume to mobilise from the lingual aspect. An APPTF is prepared and secured to the periosteum; (I) A free gingival graf is adapted around the implant healing abutment to enhance the tissue at the site.](image)
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To gain keratinized attached mucosa in the maxilla an apically positioned partial thickness flap (APPTF) is recommended. In the mandible AAPTF with free gingival graft in the lower jaw [43]. To gain volume a roll envelope flap is recommended in the maxilla and APPTF with a connective tissue graft is recommended in the mandible.

In the aesthetic zone there is the added challenge of creating tissue volume which recreates papilla form around the implant prosthesis. This aids in not just aesthetics but also removes potential food traps at the gingival embrasure. Two easily adopted techniques at second stage surgery are the split finger technique [44] (Figure 6A-F) and the Palacci flap [45] (Figure 7A-G).

**Figure 6:** Split finger technique to create papillary soft tissue volume and gain of vertical tissue; (A),(B),(C) Schematic of the incision to be made in the crest to create the surgical papillas; (D) The surgical papillas are elevated and approximated buccal to palatal to form the new anatomic papilla; (E) & (F) Vertical mattress sutures are used to evert and secure the surgical papillas together creating volume and height.

**Figure 7:** Palacci Flap for two adjacent implants; (A) & (B) Schematic for the incisions for Palacci flap showing the semilunar bevel incisions on the crest; (C) Flap is raised and healing abutments attached to the implants; (D) The
semilunar bevels are pedicle flaps which can be rotated between the implants and the adjacent teeth; (E) Flap is sutured to hold the pedicles in place; (F) An edentulous ridge with two implants ready for uncover. Palacci flaps were raised and healing at 3 weeks shows excellent soft tissue volume gain on the buccal and between the implants.

Soft tissue augmentation around osseointegrated and restored implants are also possible. This is commonly performed to correct a recession defect which is an aesthetic or plaque retention concern. In these cases, a coronally advanced flap with a connective tissue graft yields the best result [46] (Figure 8 A-D). The use of connective tissue grafts sourced from the maxillary tuberosity tended to give better long-term stability and increase keratinized tissue gain compared to graft harvested from the lateral palate [47-49].

Figure 8: Schematic of a coronally advanced connective tissue graft around an implant with healing abutment; (A) Full thickness flap is raised on the buccal aspect requiring augmentation; (B) A connective tissue graft is shaped and approximated to the recipient site; (C) The connective tissue graft is secured to stable tissue with simple interrupted sutures; (D) The flap is primary closed over the connective tissue graft.

Figure 9: (A) & (B) Schematics of a submarginal free gingival graft with APF around a restored dental implant. A
submarginal approach reduces the risks the procedure worsening soft tissue recession around the implant; (C) A case with implants in the lower right quadrant replacing teeth 35,36 and 37. The site has no attached keratinized mucosa and if tender to oral hygiene and bleeds on probing; (D) Submarginal AAPTF; (E) FGG sutured to the periosteum bed; (F) 3-month review of the site showing an excellent band of attached keratinized mucosa. There is no more discomfort in performing oral hygiene and the site has healthy periodontal attached tissue with no bleeding on probing.

Conclusion
The increased awareness of the importance of the quantity and quality of the peri-implant soft tissue has resulted in a paradigm shift from a bone driven implant planning process to one that places equal importance to the soft tissue. As Jan Lindhe famously said, “the bone sets the tone but the soft tissue is the issue”. Soft tissue deficiencies can be predictable managed at multiple time points in the implant planning and surgical phases. Early management is recommended to improve the surgical and prosthetic outcomes of implant therapy.
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